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**ABSTRACT**

Homeownership has been declining in favour of private renting in most developed English speaking countries since the early-2000s. Public debates in countries like Britain, Australia and the US have subsequently focused on the ostensible coming of age of ‘generation rent’, constituted of younger individuals excluded from home buying and traditional routes to housing asset accumulation. While the focus of this paper is the significance of access to housing assets as a means to offset potential economic and welfare precarity, our concern is landlords rather than tenants. Drawing on British survey data, we show that the rental boom has been accompanied by increasing multiple property ownership among classes of largely middle-aged and relatively affluent households. Over one-million small-time landlords have emerged in the last decade alone, who, we argue, are part product of historic developments in housing markets and welfare states. Generations of British have not only been orientated towards their homes as commodity assets, they have also begun to mobilise around multi-property accumulation in a context of shifting welfare and pension expectations.
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**Introduction**

The unprecedented growth in individual homeownership and related housing equity across OECD countries between the 1980s and 2000s (cf. Doling and Ford 2007, Andrews and Sanchez 2011) has deeply embedded conceptions of housing as a market good. Moreover, in light of advancing public welfare rollback and growing socioeconomic inequality, housing has been increasingly perceived not merely as a home, but as a tradable economic asset, which households can potentially use as an alternative form of social insurance. An influential literature has thus signalled the importance of housing property in contemporary welfare capitalism (see Kemeny 1992, Castles 1998, Schwartz and Seabrooke 2008, Crouch 2009, Doling and Ronald 2010, Ronald and Doling 2012, Ansell 2014), with financial markets and state welfare policies aligned around the promotion of individual property ownership. The concomitant reconstitution of households as financial investor subjects meanwhile (Langley 2006, Finlayson 2009, Smith et al. 2009, Watson 2009) has in many ways centred on housing property as a means to cope with, and manage, individual risk.

Yet, while scholars in the 2000s conceptually grappled with the integration of housing property into frameworks of contemporary welfare capitalism, housing and welfare systems have evolved...
even further. A crucial trend in this context has been that the pillar of a property-based welfare regime, individual homeownership, has declined in numerous contexts since the mid-2000s (Forrest and Hirayama 2015). In the UK, for example, long-standing sector growth was reversed in the mid-2000s, with homeownership shrinking, from some 71 per cent of all households in 2003 to 63 per cent in 2014. Meanwhile, private renting has rocketed, effectively doubling since 2002. Today, more than 18 per cent of UK households rent privately up from less than 10 per cent just over a decade ago (ONS 2015).

A key concern in understanding the formation of a ‘post-homeownership’ society (Ronald 2008: 250) has been the particular fate of young people on the housing market. Volatile house prices, stricter equity requirements and deteriorating labour market conditions have combined to exclude increasing volumes of younger households from owner-occupation (Lennartz et al. 2016). The observable emergence of ‘generation rent’ represents a group not only more vulnerable to exploitative forms of private renting, but one also excluded from the primary form of asset accumulation (cf. McKee 2012). This has raised critical concerns about the longer term stability of a homeownership-based welfare regime and the future role of housing property in welfare relations (Searle and McColllum 2014, Montgomerie and Büdenbender 2015, Smith 2015).

In practice, the way households relate to, and draw on, housing property has become more differentiated (Ronald et al. 2017). This paper specifically focuses on how, for existing homeowners, buying an extra property to-let has become more compelling in context of the progression of property- or asset-based welfare strategies (Conley and Gifford 2006, Malpass 2008, Doling and Ronald 2010), especially since the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), that reflect the activation of more self-responsibilised, investment ready welfare subjects (Berry 2015). We, therefore, examine the private rental sector, how it has grown, and its emerging salience as an investment for households seeking to manage risk and insecurity. The following section establishes the historical context in terms of the development of housing and welfare policies and their relationship with shifting socioeconomic and political conditions. Through an analysis of the British Household Panel Survey (BHPS) among other sources, we go on to consider quantitative increases in small-time private landlords (who own just one or two properties to let) as well as explore their socioeconomic and demographic profile. This analysis of the extent and types of multi-property owners reveals how sector growth has been driven by particular cohorts of relatively affluent individuals who constitute a potential ‘generation landlord’. The final section considers implications of the emerging profile of landlords, from which we frame changes in the British tenure structure and property-based welfare regime. We ultimately consider how socioeconomic and welfare shifts have begun to shape marked inequalities in housing, asset and welfare security between cohorts and income groups.

Our analysis contributes to a number of broader debates. First, it advances extant understanding of tenure restructuring in Britain’s post-homeownership society, highlighting the characteristics of an emerging class of landlords and strategies towards housing property being adopted under conditions of declining access to homeownership. While analyses suggest that recent private rental sector revival is characteristically neo-liberal and a departure from traditional practices (Scanlon and Whitehead 2005, Rugg and Rhodes 2008, Leyshon and French 2009, Sprigings and Smith 2012, Kemp 2015), a few (i.e. Soaita et al. 2016, Ronald et al. 2017) have begun to recognise the significance of rental property investment as an alternative to a pension or a means of restructuring the management of economic risk. Second, it examines how resurgence in the private rental sector is driving new socioeconomic inequalities manifest through differentiated access to market housing and asset-based welfare practices. Specifically, we consider the development of ‘generation landlord’ in terms of the historic conditions that also produced ‘generation rent’, as well as the relationship between these groups.

**From pre- to post-homeownership society**

The post-war period provided a relatively stable growth model of welfare capitalism built around a consensus of labour and capital (Aglietta 1979), with state policies protecting workers becoming
particularly important in fields such as pensions, health care and unemployment benefits (Esping-Andersen 1990). Although post-war welfare states produced their own exclusionary dynamics, de-commodification measures overall promoted rising living standards, improved employment and wage conditions, ensured the ordered reproduction of the work force and, coupled with the Fordist model of mass consumerism and standardised production, provided the conditions for continued economic growth and private profit-making. Housing policy, arguably, functioned as a largely unacknowledged part of the post-war welfare consensus (Torgersen 1987, Kemeny 1995, Hoekstra 2003). State interventions to ensure inexpensive housing of decent quality became evident in most Western industrialised countries, with social housing and rent regulation constituting key examples. Contrary to other welfare services, however, housing was more resistant to de-commodification and the market continued to play a comparatively greater role (Harloe 1995). As in other welfare spheres, housing policies varied considerably, with countries like the US promoting market-based approaches and others like Sweden favouring state-centred provision.

The UK, at least in terms of housing policies, fell somewhat in-between market-based and state-centred welfare models. Post-war house building programmes incorporated ‘council housing’,1 which by the late-1970s constituted almost a third of the housing stock. At the same time, individual homeownership also featured in policy endeavours and became particularly important to welfare state restructuring after the election of Thatcher’s Conservatives in 1979. Rising unemployment, stagnating growth and steep inflation in the 1970s had provided a challenge to the post-war consensus, creating space for a more neo-liberal conception of the welfare state, with housing a key arena for restructuring.

For Forrest and Murie (1988), the state-subsidised promotion of individual homeownership in Britain’s emerging ‘Property Owning Democracy’ hinged on notions of social stability, individual responsibility and conservatism, making it a centrepiece of political attempts to reconfigure the post-war social consensus and undermine the logic of the welfare state. While homeownership had become the majority tenure after 1970, in the 1980s sector proliferation intensified, incorporating growing numbers of middle and even lower income households. Achieving a Conservative vision of a ‘stakeholder society’, in the form of a ‘nation of homeowners’ (cf. Saunders 1990), represented an antidote to a state-managed, collectivistic regulatory approach (Ronald 2008). The ‘Right-to-Buy’ for sitting council housing tenants (at up to 60 per cent discount) certainly became a critical policy initiative in this regard, with more than 2.5 million social rental units (equivalent to more than 12 per cent of total 1980 housing stock) subsequently sold-off as owner-occupied homes.

Rising housing property ownership essentially came to feature in the restructuring of welfare obligations between the state and individuals. Rather than public provision and social protection measures, the inherent contradiction of capital and labour was increasingly expected to be resolved through the market, with individuals acting as the bearers and managers of their own risk. In what Crouch (2009) calls ‘privatised Keynesianism’, the extension of private debt supported households in actively investing in, and building up, private assets that supported the individual management of anticipated welfare expenses. Individualistic conceptions replaced collectivistic approaches of the Keynesian period, with household investor subjects expected to actively even out unpredictable outcomes of market cycles (Finlayson 2009). Housing loans and assets, and their wider distribution were central to this with, for Watson (2009), the term ‘house price Keynesianism’ capturing the emerging centrality of housing property in welfare state relations. In context of rising homeownership rates and house prices, households could be expected to draw more on their own housing property wealth to both protect themselves and finance reproductive activities, with the state doing less (cf. Ansell 2014).

Housing property, at least for some time, seemed to provide a potential anchor point for a new consensus between labour and capital under conditions of an increasingly residual welfare state. On the side of labour, wider access to homeownership appeared to provide working households with more room to finance and organise reproductive activities in the context of declining state welfare provision, sluggish economic growth and stagnating incomes (cf. Streeck 2014). On the
side of capital, the expansion of private housing property offered new opportunities for accumulation, in particular for finance capital. Indeed, homeownership and housing assets were growing rapidly by the turn of the millennium with lending and borrowing against housing at the heart of an emerging finance-led growth regime (Aalbers 2015).

In the UK, homeownership continued to expand its tenure share from some 67.5 per cent in 1990 to about 70.7 per cent by 2005 (Andrews and Sanchez 2011). Meanwhile, average house prices increased annually by more than 6.9 per cent, from around £20,000 in 1980 to over £180,000 in 2014 (ONS 2015). For Smith (2015: 67), the extensive accumulation of individual housing assets encouraged, rather than succeeded, wider welfare reforms. As she argues, in a process of ‘welfare switching’;2 homeownership growth ‘legitimised, perhaps incentivised, the retreat of social insurance’. Regardless of the causal order, this arguably turned the redistributive role of housing property upside down. Whereas under conditions of deeper state welfare provision the possession of a home provided an additional financial advantage, from the 2000s on – when welfare retrenchment intensified – being without property increasingly came to constitute a social disadvantage, reinforcing the link between housing property and welfare.

As the financialisation literature has shown (cf. Aalbers 2008, Gotham 2009), neo-liberal housing reforms combined with the deregulation of financial markets in driving the expansion of property-based welfare. Linking global credit circuits with local mortgage markets enabled lenders to issue easy credit to potential home-owning households (Sassen 2009). This enhanced access to homeownership and helped turn housing into a highly liquid, but spatially fixed financial instrument. Fundamentally, financial institutions allowed households to delay costs and thereby access the housing market more easily despite sharp price increases that otherwise would have inhibited entry. New financial products – which made mortgages riskier and put higher debt burdens on first-time buyers – also supported continued upward movement in both house prices and homeownership, although access for first-time buyers became an increasing stretch (Forrest and Hirayama 2015).

An apex for Britain as a ‘nation of homeowners’ was ostensibly reached around the mid-2000s, when almost 71 per cent of all households owned their home. Since then, the sector has declined to 68.3 per cent in 2008 and then 63 per cent by 2014 (DCLG 2016). Britain has thus joined a growing number of post-homeownership societies including Australia, New Zealand, Ireland and the USA, as well as Japan and South Korea, where long-term sector augmentation has been exhausted with private renting recently becoming the dominant tenure among households aged under 35 (cf. Ronald 2008). In the UK, the private rental sector effectively doubled between 2002 and 2014 from around 9.5 per cent to 18.5 per cent of households. In absolute numbers, it grew by some 2.83 million dwellings in this period (DCLG 2017).

Demographic differences in the shift from owning to renting have been remarkable. Indeed, between 1991 and 2012, homeownership rates for those aged over 65 advanced from 58 per cent to 77 per cent (DCLG 2013). By contrast, for 25- to 34-year-old independent households it declined from 78 per cent to 43 per cent. Thus, renting privately, at 44.6 per cent, now represents the primary dwelling mode for this age group. The formation of ‘generation rent’ has firstly been considered problematic on grounds of the exploitative conditions, in terms of both affordability and quality under which many people in the private rental sector are housed, with for example about one-third of tenants living in structurally inadequate housing (Lansley and Mack 2015). There are, nonetheless, further issues in regard to the welfare and housing property link, with long-term residency as private tenant constituting a severe barrier for younger people in accumulating property assets. Critical concerns have thus been raised about the long-term role of housing property for individual welfare strategies and the viability of a property-based welfare regime in a post-homeownership context (McKee 2012, Montgomerie and Büdenbender 2015).

In practice, evidence suggests that households have continued to draw on property to hedge against rising insecurity, although approaches have become more complex and include recourse to equity release products and trading-down strategies as well as ‘doubling up’ with friends or family, or even taking in lodgers (cf. Fox-O’Mahony and Overton 2015, Ronald et al. 2017). The
following analysis takes this notion as a starting point and draws attention to the specific, but so far largely unacknowledged strategy featuring multiple property accumulation. Concretely, we show how ‘generation rent’ is only one side of housing and welfare restructuring in the British post-homeownership context. It has been mirrored by the emergence of a new class of non-professional landlords largely made up of an earlier generation of homebuyers who have become focused on the acquisition of extra property to let, or ‘house hording’ (Dorling 2013).

Conceptually, the analysis not only adds to a more differentiated understanding of the housing property and welfare link in post-homeownership contexts. It also points to the emerging role of the private rental sector for property-based welfare strategies and thereby contributes to a more comprehensive view on the sector and its changing role. As Hulse and McPherson (2014) recently suggested, there is a need to more broadly conceptualise the ways in which people relate to residential property in light of shifting welfare, housing and labour market contexts. Critically, a more profound consideration of private rental investment is necessary as it constitutes an underexplored dimension of household risk hedging responses. Indeed, while the recent return of private renting has received considerable attention in the housing literature (e.g. Rugg and Rhodes 2008, Crook and Kemp 2010, Sprigings and Smith 2012, Wallace and Rugg 2014, Kemp 2015) in more focused debates about housing and welfare, the sector has been considered primarily in terms of disadvantaged tenants, overlooking the emerging significance of property investment among an expanding range of households (see Soaita et al. 2016). As we argue, the previous era of homeownership and house price inflation has created conditions where an increasing number of households have been both able, and eager to buy up ever more housing property. In what follows, we provide a quantitative analysis of landlordism, considering demographic and socioeconomic profiles. We discuss central driving forces at the level of policies and investment conditions as well as at the households level in order to provide a deeper understanding of this landlord turn.

Multiple property ownership in a post-homeownership society

Data sources

Our analysis builds from the BHPS and covers the period 1991–2012, i.e. the period for which the survey is available. In 2009, the BHPS was replaced with the Understanding Society Survey (US). Consequently, we use the latter from the year 2009 onwards. Relevant weights in the data sample allow for a cross-sectional analysis of the two surveys. Since there is no weight available for the year 2009, this year has been interpolated between the years 2008 and 2010. Relevant information for the analysis was taken from individual-level data-sets and weighted cross-sectionally. As the BHPS and the US only provide data relative to the population of the UK and no absolute numbers, we applied population weights to the results to arrive at absolute numbers. This was done using mid-year population figures for relevant years from the Office of National Statistics. To complement our own analysis, we also make reference to other data-sets and secondary analyses, in particular by the Department of Community and Local Government 2011, the Office of National Statistics (2014a, 2014b, 2015) and Lord et al. (2013).

The advance of multiple property owners

While the number of private renters in the UK has rocketed in recent years, the numbers of people who are active as private landlords have similarly advanced. Applying population weights to the sample of private landlords in the BHPS, one can see that the absolute number increased from about 558,000 in 1991 to more than 2.12 million in 2012. Figure 1 further illustrates three distinguishable phases in the growth of private landlordism in the last quarter century following more than 70 years of sector decline: an initial phase between 1991 and 1995 with quite rapid growth; a second phase between 1996 and 2001 with relative stagnation; and a third phase, since 2001, again with
rapid increase, particularly since the onset of the crisis in 2008. Indeed, the GFC appears a catalyst rather than a break on investment in private rental property. This trend is not expected to reverse in the near future and according to government figures, by 2032, private landlords are expected to be responsible for more than one in three properties (Dyson 2014).

This development is paralleled by a certain increase in institutional investors. Even though they continue to constitute marginal players in the sector, pension funds and insurance companies have become more active as private landlords, particularly in the prime markets of London and the South East where the chronic housing shortage promises relatively stable returns (cf. BNP Paribas Real Estate 2013, Kemp 2015).

The gentle increase in institutional investors, however, has been dwarfed by the profound influx of what might be called ‘small-time’ or ‘family’ landlords since the early-1990s. According to the most recent government landlord survey, private individuals or couples constituted some 89 per cent of landlords (DCLG 2011).3 While this group has long dominated the sector, their importance has clearly increased with, by way of contrast, private individuals or couples accounting for only 61 per cent of landlords in the early-1990s.

Although data is limited, there are various markers that illustrate significant transformations in the ownership and management of the private rental stock in the last decade. One such indicator is the length of time a landlord has been active. According to DCLG data, more than one-fifth (22 per cent) of private landlords started within the last three years and around 69 per cent began within the last decade. In terms of dwelling themselves, 51 per cent had been acquired after 2000 and about three-quarters over the last two decades overall. Rapid recent entry of small-time landlords has indeed accounted for much of the massive swell in private rental stock from 2.51 million to 4.96 million units between 2002 and 2012 (ONS 2014a). The indirect evidence suggests unit-level tenure conversions from owner-occupation to rent account for considerable parts of sector growth. For example, while there were 18.18 million owner-occupied units in 2007/2008 there were only 17.79 in 2011/2012, even though the total housing stock increased by more than 720 thousand (including 477 thousand new units built by private enterprise).

Certainly, the UK private rental sector has traditionally been a ‘cottage industry’ (Crook and Kemp 2010) and in 1994, some 26 per cent of the stock was owned by landlords who owned just one dwelling. Since then, the ‘informal’ character has evidently intensified and the overall trend has been
towards smaller portfolios with fewer units (cf. Leyshon and French 2009, Crook and Kemp 2010). In 2010, among private landlords, some 78 per cent let just one unit, while 17 per cent let between two and four. Among private individuals or couples (family landlords), the small-scale character is even more apparent, with some 81 per cent owning simply one single unit (DCLG 2011). It seems that most British multi-property owners do not pursue landlordism as a professional business, as demonstrated by the fact that nine out of ten do it as a part-time rather than a full-time job (DCLG 2011). Moreover, professional expertise in letting is scarce. Even though some 23 per cent of landlords have experience in the building trade or a property-related sector, almost three-fifths have no relevant qualifications. The amateur character of emergent private landlordism is also demonstrated by how few landlords make a living from it, and while only 21 per cent earned more than a quarter of annual income from their property, a similar proportion made no profit at all.

The demographic and socioeconomic profile of landlords

Overall, the combined evidence points to widespread growth in individual-level, small-scale rental market investment, typically the purchase of a single owner-occupied unit, which is subsequently converted to rental. But who are these landlords exactly? Figure 2 approaches this question through an analysis of landlords by age cohort since the beginning of the 1990s. The Y-axis shows the percentage of individuals in each age cohort that is an active landlord. The X-axis maps the age of landlords in different cohorts.

Certainly, one would expect that landlords are more widespread among comparably older people, as it usually requires the ownership of assets, which people build up over their life-course. It seems, however, judging from the very two oldest cohorts in our sample (born 1928–1937 and 1938–1947) that becoming a landlord is not determined by age, with experience lowest among these groups. Landlordism is in fact far more prevalent among generations of baby-boomers. For those born between 1948 and 1957, who are now, on average, 60 years old, some 6.5 per cent of individuals (representing around 15 per cent of households in this cohort4) let property. By contrast, some 20 years ago, when this cohort was an average of 40 years old, only around 2 per cent were landlords. For the next age cohort, born 1958–1967, the increase is much sharper. Among this group (now 50 years old on average), some 6.7 per cent are landlords compared to 20 years earlier when the rate was

Figure 2. Private landlords among different age cohorts. Source: British Household Panel and Understanding Society Survey (author’s calculations).
only 1.4 per cent. This cohort then not only demonstrates higher active property letting, it also shows
the most profound shift towards this activity over time. There is also a relatively sharp increase observable for the following age cohort, born 1968–1977. Although the share of landlords is currently lower, the ratio of landlords at (average) the age of 40 is already 5 per cent compared to 2 per cent and 3.2 per cent for those born 1948–1957 and 1958–1967, respectively. These cohort differences in the prevalence of landlordism are striking, with those currently aged between 40 and 60 appearing to represent a super-cohort where landlordism is ostensibly concentrated.

Figure 3 provides insight into the socioeconomic characteristics of landlords in terms of income. It maps how private landlords are distributed over five income quintiles and how this has developed, zooming in on three points in time between 1991 and 2008. Unsurprisingly, private landlords are disproportionately constituted of higher income households, with about 59 per cent from the top income quintile and 19 per cent from the fourth quintile in 2008. The top quintile is also the only one to show consistent growth, mostly at the expense of middle-income groups. That said, there is some notable dispersion of property letting across income categories with the first three income quintiles accounting for 22 per cent (with 8 per cent in the second quintile and 11 per cent in the third) in 2008. We can even find some landlords (3 per cent) in the poorest 20 per cent of the population. While this distribution may partly reflect inheritance patterns, it is also in line with the observation that private landlordism has become increasingly attractive to a broader cross-section of households, even less affluent ones (Wallace and Rugg 2014). Lord et al. (2013) have confirmed the precarious financial state of many landlords, with some 17 per cent in their study who could only make ends meet for three months or less if household income dropped by one-quarter.

Figure 4 draws on the 2008 and 2010 Wealth and Asset Surveys, and provides some insight into the backgrounds of current landlords. On the one side, we can see that children who grow up in owner-occupied housing are far more likely to become landlords, which may reflect not only material inheritance but also socialisation effects (Mulder 2006). On the other hand, we see the importance of educational background suggesting, in context of Figure 3, that landlords largely derive from relatively professional and well-educated backgrounds, and are distinct from regular homeowners in this regard.

Figure 3. Private landlords by income quintile. Source: British Household Panel and Understanding Society Survey (author’s calculations)
The political and economic context of the private renting revival

The relatively crude analysis above suggests some caution in the use of the moniker ‘generation landlord’, as income seems to play an important role. Nonetheless, becoming a landlord is not reserved to the very wealthy with 41 per cent coming from outside the top fifth of earners. Moreover, cohort does seem to play an important part. Understanding the rise in private landlordism then requires a closer examination of a number of driving forces that have shaped historic conditions.

Public policy has played a role. Post-war housing policies in the UK had, to a sizable extent, promoted owner-occupation and particularly social rental provision as preferred tenures. The private rented sector, meanwhile, became subject to a system of regulatory control to protect tenants from excessive profit-seeking by landlords (see Whitehead 1996, Crook and Kemp 2010). Rates of return in the sector, however, were kept low in that way, and by the 1980s, many landlords had turned away from private renting (Leyshon and French 2009). In the context of significant historical decline, steps were taken to deregulate the sector, making it less risky and more profitable. Specifically, security of tenure on short-term lets was relaxed and market rents were introduced on long-term contracts (cf. Rugg 2012). Furthermore, in 1988, rent regulation was abolished for new leases and landlords were granted the right to possession when a lease ended. Rent levels and increases could be freely set, with six-month to one-year contracts constituting the standard lease, after which, landlords could reclaim the property subsequent to a two-month notice period.

The Labour government of the late-1990s adopted an increasingly open approach to the sector, as Blair (1996: 190–198) made clear shortly before becoming prime minister:

Labour is back in touch – the party of social housing, but the party of private housing too (…) In government I am firmly committed to ensuring a diversity of providers in rented housing. Part of that diversity must be to encourage the private rented sector.

In fact, private renting made its greatest advances under the Labour government (Figure 1), which largely, although not exclusively, adopted a market liberal approach to the housing system. Private housing consumption was encouraged indiscriminately, with little concern for intensified financialisation or significant increases in house prices (Ronald 2008).
The Buy-to-Let (BtL) mortgage market became another driver of landlord growth (cf. Leyshon and French 2009). Introduced in 1996 by the Association of Residential Letting Agents (ARLA) together with a panel of mortgage lenders, it enabled potential individual landlords with an equity stake of around 30 per cent or more to buy an extra property. Initially, BtL had little effect following low demand in private renting resulting from the high numbers of first-time homebuyers in the late-1990s. However, BtL lending later boomed and between 2002 and 2007 the value of outstanding BtL mortgages escalated from £12.2 to £43.8 billion. Whereas BtL mortgages accounted for some 5 per cent of all mortgages in 2002, by 2007 their share was 17 per cent. In absolute numbers, outstanding BtL loans have risen overall from some 73,200 in 1999 to 1,630,000 in 2014 (CML 2015).

A part of the BtL growth was also caused by remortgaging, not house purchase. In 2006, for example, out of some 316,000 new BtL mortgages, about 146,000 were taken out for remortgaging. This proportion has overall remained stable since then, albeit with a dip in 2009/10, when house purchase loans outpaced remortgaging products by some 50 per cent for two consecutive years. In 2014, however, this had returned to pre-crisis levels again. Out of some 196,000 new BtL loans, 95,000 were for remortgaging (CML 2016).

The 2008 GFC was an important moment in the advance of small-time landlords, and, although many overleveraged landlords had their properties possessed during the initial downturn, as house prices continued to fall, more BtL buyers stepped in to acquire property cheaply. Indeed, as Figure 5 indicates, while the number of loans continued to rise, the value of new loans dropped sharply before starting to recover again after 2009. Low returns in alternative investment products like stocks and bonds have further encouraged investment in rental housing. For households with substantial savings, other financial investments have been unpredictable and bank interest rates disappointing (subject to central bank rates of 0.5 per cent).

Nevertheless, the influence of BtL lending has also faded with cash buying coming to the fore. According to lending sector data, around one-third of home purchases since the late-2000s have been cash-only, with the ratio in 2014 reaching 38 per cent nationally and higher than 50 per cent in London’s prime markets (Halifax 2015). It seems then that households are increasingly drawing on other savings and investments in order to finance home buying and landlord activities. Private rental sector growth is now outpacing BtL lending and is predicted to increase by another one million units in the next five years (IMLA 2014). A concern for the government, however, has been an unexpected strain on public budgets. On the one hand, rent allowances for low-income households doubled in cash terms in the decade to 2013 (Wilcox and Perry 2014), with private landlords

![Figure 5. Buy-to-Let Lending 2002–2014. Source: Council of Mortgage Lenders (author’s illustration).](image-url)
now receiving an estimated 40 per cent of state housing benefit payments via their tenants. On the other hand, the increasing value of BTL mortgage relief led the Conservative government to announce the reduction for landlords to the lowest tax band from 2017. A surcharge of 3 per cent on top of stamp duty on properties bought with a view to letting has also been introduced (since April 2016). Nonetheless, the private rental sector continues to be eyed as the most viable alternative to social renting for low-income households (Gray and McAnulty 2010).

**The household context of the ‘landlord turn’**

While they illustrate a particularly opportune window, favourable policy and economic conditions alone do not explain the emergence of a generation where landlordism has become relatively common place, or at least why so many have turned to small-time private landlordism. Becoming a landlord is a long-standing approach to rent-seeking in the British context as are moralised discourses surrounding property ownership. However, both have arguably taken on a different hue in recent decades. Along with the deregulation and financialisation of housing since the 1980s, generations of households have been strongly oriented around housing property as a hedge against future risk (Smith et al. 2009), especially against poverty or welfare insecurity in later life. Indeed, survey data suggest that the use of property as a source for financing future welfare expenses is a key motivation for becoming a landlord. A recent study by Lord et al. (2013), for example, found that some 70 per cent of private landlords consider selling or renting out another property – other than their main home – the expected method to fund retirement. Further, nearly half (49 per cent) see investing in property as the safest way to save for retirement. Similarly, according to a recent Landlords Association Survey (NLA 2012), four-in-five landlords consider their property income part of their pension, and three in-five (61 per cent) plan to live from rental incomes in retirement. Critically, it seems that renting out an extra property is commonly rationalised around an individualised welfare strategy that mirrors government policies and discourse that have sought to engineer a particular kind of market thinking, self-responsible, investment ready welfare subject.

A particular factor that has facilitated this shift in approaches to property letting has been the previous era of homeownership augmentation. The profound increase in owner-occupation rates in the UK since the 1970s created an older generation of homeowners who have been particularly effective in accumulating housing equity. While in 1981, approximately 49 per cent of households aged 65 and over and 54 per cent of 55–64 year olds were homeowners, by 2013 the rate was 77 per cent for both groups (DCLG 2013). Cohorts who purchased their homes before the 2000s have also been particularly advantaged by historical house price increases with the most notable property value increases occurring between 2002 and 2007 with the total value of UK housing rising from £2.9 to £5.7 trillion (Savills 2014).

Although house price advances have subsequently contributed to declining homeownership rates among younger cohorts, significant equity has been accrued by particular demographic segments, who have added to the liquidity of their homes as their mortgages have matured. For example, rates of ‘outright’ ownership in the UK advanced from 24.8 per cent to 32.5 per cent of households between 1991 and 2013 (Savills 2014). Consequently, the aggregate value of mortgage-free owner-occupied housing almost doubled between 2002 and 2012, increasing from £973 billion to £1.71 trillion. Critically, while homeownership rates diminished overall, net equity for those already in the sector increased substantially, despite the 2008 Financial Crisis, meaning homeowners in older cohorts (notwithstanding considerable inequalities in terms of geography and market sector) have often enjoyed both greater housing wealth and more freedom with their income to invest in even more property.

Housing inheritance has been another related factor driving multiple property ownership. Intensified homeownership and social ageing since the 1980s has facilitated a greater flow of housing property inheritance to generations below. Essentially, as the first generation to experience mass
Homeownership has begun to die-off, their middle-aged children have inherited more housing property wealth. Indeed, since the early-2000s the inheritance of housing assets has accelerated further and also contributed to a greater distribution of inheritance across the population (Karagiannaki 2015). Traditionally, legatees have tended to sell housing property in order to distribute the proceeds (Hamnett 1991). For inheritors in the 2000s, transferring an inheritance back into an extra property has presented itself as a lucrative opportunity in light of growing rental demand supported by flexible rental contracts, limited rent controls and poor returns offered by other savings and investment products. Moreover, along with declining fertility rates since the mid-1960s (averaging 1.7 births per woman in the UK between 1975 and 2005), increasing volumes of housing property are being inherited directly or between pairs of siblings (see also Piketty 2011). According to the latest government landlord survey, some 9 per cent of all rented dwellings were inherited properties (DCLG 2011).

Certainly, for established homeowners looking to invest, housing has already proved itself a reliable and manageable investment vehicle in context of considerable economic turmoil and declining confidence in future pension resources. Real-estate agents have also catered to the emerging needs of amateur landlords in context of declining sales, deriving considerable new incomes from management fees (CAB 2015).

For some, then, it seems, favourable economic and policy conditions for rental investment, historic housing price developments and increasingly insecure pension outlooks have provided a context in which accumulating wealth in your own home as a means to enhance ‘welfare switching’ or offset reduced income in retirement is no longer adequate. For those who have realised significant housing equity (typically through house price inflation and mortgage repayment), or have been able to tap into family held (housing) wealth via inheritance or inter-vivo transfers, buying extra property seems to be a particularly salient means of hedging against income insecurity, market volatility and welfare state austerity. Arguably, small-scale or family landlordism is becoming a marked feature of British welfare capitalism and reflects the changing relationship between home ownership and property wealth – with a growing emphasis on the latter – in the political economy.

Discussion and concluding remarks

At the turn of the century, Britain looked on course to advance its status as a ‘nation of homeowners’. Since the mid-2000s, however, prospects for continued tenure expansion have been supplanted by the rapid resurgence of private renting, with the UK increasingly reverting towards a ‘nation of landlords and tenants’ once again. The latest government figures predict that by 2032 more than one-third of all UK households will be renting privately (IMLA 2014). Given the central role that homeownership and housing property have attained within contemporary welfare and capital relations, and more specifically in individual household investment strategies, the implications of this shift go well beyond housing. Indeed, realignment in the British tenure structure brings into focus uncertainties surrounding the future of the welfare system, the stable reproduction of the labour force and political legitimacy, and in particular the fate of ‘generation rent’.

This paper has focused on how the decline in homeowners and commensurable rise of private renters has been paralleled by a profound increase in multiple property owners acquiring extra housing to let. Our empirical analysis demonstrated that it is overwhelmingly households with small portfolio sizes and little experience, rather than professional institutional investors, who have driven increases in landlordism. Our findings provide some insight into the changing characteristics of the housing system under conditions of contemporary welfare capitalism, suggesting a more complex restructuring of property relations under post-homeownership conditions. It also highlights the emerging role of the private rental market, not only for tenants, but also for an asset- or property-based welfare regime.

Multiple property ownership is particularly prevalent among middle-aged households. Indeed, while landlordism has generally increased across age cohorts – except among very young (under 25) and very old (over 75) – people aged 40–60, who primarily flowed into property ownership via
the owner-occupied housing boom between 1980 and the early-2000s, stand out, suggesting, in terms of the media rhetoric, that a potential ‘generation landlord’ is emerging alongside ‘generation rent’.

Caution is necessary when considering ‘generation landlord’ and ‘generation rent’ as merely parallel developments, as they are clearly interrelated at the level of the housing market. Ostensibly, the accumulation of owner-occupied housing equity critical to the rise of an older generation of property owners has contributed to shifting house price and borrowing conditions that have ultimately undermined access to subsequent generations who now represent demand for the extra homes older generations are buying up and letting out. In this sense, generation rent, to some extent, represents the development of, and gains made by, the first generation of homeowners – who defined the arrival of mass homeownership in the UK – that preceded it. More precisely, it can be understood as a maturation process in housing and welfare systems that began in the 1980s with stake holder capitalism (cf. Forrest and Murie 1988) and, later, privatised, or ‘house price’ Keynesianism (Crouch 2009).

Forrest and Hirayama (2015) frame a similar transformation in terms of a shift from ‘social’ to ‘neo-liberal’ forms of homeownership. While the social project characterised an era in which owner-occupation was promoted and subsidised, and represented an economic buffer to households, the neo-liberal project is one in which housing has been rendered to processes of profit-making. In context of the generational dynamic outlined above, it appears that the very promotion of homeownership in the past – which has also normalised the tenure and helped stigmatise the alternatives – has undermined the tenure in the longer run. This process has nonetheless helped stabilise older cohorts of mostly middle-class homeowners who entered the tenure under conditions of the social project (i.e. the auspices of the property owning democracy).

The focus on tenure shifts in this paper, then, provides wider insights into the progression of property-based welfare and welfare security in the pre- and post-crisis period. If, after 1980, the reconfiguration of British welfare capitalism was an attempt to find a new consensus between capital and labour built around residual state service provision, deregulated housing and financial markets, flexible labour and a welfare system based on individual housing property, declining individual homeownership rates since the mid-2000s signal the apparent limits to this model (cf. Montgomerie and Büdenbender 2015). As this paper suggests, the current restructuring of asset accumulation strategies goes, however, even further, with the private rental sector becoming increasingly central to understanding the deepening failure, as well as the further progression, of property-based welfare strategies in an era of post-homeownership. Private renting has not only come into focus for those excluded from asset accumulation through homeownership – as has been covered in accounts of ‘generation rent’. As we demonstrate, the sector has also become part of a more widespread risk hedging response featuring private landlordism among financialised welfare subjects (cf. Langley 2006), with generational, as well as socioeconomic inequalities increasingly constitutive of the divide between renters and owners in the sector. There seems, thus, a need to more broadly consider private renting – including its function as property asset – in understanding the development of property-based welfare, welfare security, and related inequality dynamics in the current context.

The emerging division between increasingly property-poor and property-rich generations presents a policy challenge, particularly with regard to future welfare of ‘generation rent’. In light of declining state benefits and the inability to get on the ‘property ladder’, the very idea of individual welfare financing through housing assets is challenged (McKee 2012). Rising property accumulation among older people may, to some extent, ease this pressure, as it will enable them to support their decedent’s ascent up a housing ladder by passing on property wealth. Indeed, since the onset of the crisis in 2008, increased family solidarity has taken a firmer hold, signalling a trend towards re-familialisation of welfare relations, with housing forming a distinct pillar. There is evidence not only of young people staying longer in, or ‘boomeranging’ back to, the natal home, but also of parents tapping their own wealth to help their children get on the property (accumulation) ladder (cf. CML 2010, Heath and Calvert 2013, Druta and Ronald 2017). This might also take the form that parents buy an additional property in order to ensure their children’s access to housing. Certainly, this
departs from the neo-liberal assertion that individuals are primarily responsible in satisfying their own needs (in the market), and instead emphasises family relations as a basis of emerging welfare security (Flynn and Schwartz 2017).

Given the overall demographic trend towards smaller family size, housing wealth is likely to flow more intensively to subsequent generations, supporting them, along with their own housing equity accumulation strategies, in managing risk and insecurity. However, how, and how much, the accumulated property wealth of older generations will be transferred will, among other things, hinge on taxation and pension conditions, care and health care costs, and, not least, house price developments. Another concern is that the ability to transfer housing wealth will clearly differ across families. Better-off parents with high housing equity, repaid mortgages and multiple properties will be more able to effectively pass on advantages to their children through their homes. The unequal distribution of housing equity and multiple property ownership will be reproduced and shape welfare security and patterns of inequality.

These factors have important implications for understanding the fate of generation rent and, in particular, prospects for social reproduction. Firstly, while prolonged rental status or extended residency in the parental home is likely to delay or even undermine family formation for many, those who receive a boost on the housing ladder from their parents or other relatives are likely to enjoy smoother life-course transitions and achieve desired reproductive outcomes (cf. Mulder 2006). Again, for those without equity-rich parents, this will be dramatically different, particularly in light of an eroded state welfare system. Secondly, if the expansion of homeownership and the distribution of housing assets helped facilitate, both materially and ideologically, the erosion of the welfare state (i.e. privatised Keynesianism), its reversal is likely to undermine this process. In other words, fewer households with access to housing wealth in the future (due to its growing concentration) will challenge political legitimacy, with the state potentially forced to apply other measures to support housing and welfare among the more vulnerable. Thirdly, as homeownership has come to form the basis of both middle-class adult identities and economic autonomy – providing household stability in context of more uneven life-course and labour market transitions – its erosion represents a challenge to the reproduction of middle-class status.

Our focus on the ‘landlord turn’ has necessarily dramatised the rise of generation rent and the prospects for social reproduction. Despite the substantial recent upsurge, 2.1 million private landlords still constitute only a fraction of households. Policy discourse and practice also, at least in part, remain geared towards homeownership, and recent state Help-to-Buy interventions, which now also assist savings as well as lowering equity requirements for first-time buyers, appear to be improving housing transitions among younger households to some extent (FT 2015). Nonetheless, this paper has attempted to highlight the unevenness with which the private rental sector has developed in recent years and, beyond ‘generation rent’, has contributed to an emerging ‘generation’, or at least cohort concentration, of landlords. Given the centrality of housing property in contemporary welfare capitalism, and the complex ways it is interwoven with dimensions of labour reproduction, economic growth and fertility, shifts in the housing system provide a critical means for understanding dynamism in these domains (cf. Flynn and Schwartz 2017). The idea of a post-homeownership society (or societies), however, remains conceptually underdeveloped and empirically under-researched.

While this paper has focused on the UK, there are other societies where similar developments are evident, if not more so, with regard to the rise in generation rent. Ireland, for example, proves a highly salient comparison (Norris 2016), while in New Zealand, forms of property-based welfare have long been evident (Broome 2008). Recent media reports from the US identify similar developments in terms of baby-boomers relying on rental incomes from millennials (Bloomberg 2016). Clearly, more comparatively orientated research is necessary to establish more firmly the conditions under which private rental housing is gaining importance, verify relationships between different cohorts of owner and tenant, and explain interrelated shifts in welfare states, socioeconomic inequality and approaches to the management of individual risk and to social reproduction.
Notes

1. ‘Council Housing’ denotes social rental housing provided by Local Authorities, although in recent decades the term has come to denote all forms of social rental housing.
2. ‘Welfare Switching’ typically refers to the use of private housing equity to provide welfare goods or for retirement needs, potentially compensating for diminishing collective provision of pensions and services (cf. Smith et al. 2009, Smith 2015).
3. They were responsible for some 71% of all dwellings (DCLG 2011: 10).
4. Taking the UK average household size of 2.4 and accounting for potential ‘empty nesters’, as a crude measure (ONS 2014b).
5. Some 0.35% of Btl properties were foreclosed on by lenders in the first quarter of 2009, representing more triple the rate for regular mortgages (CML 2010).
6. Although increasing (state subsidized) demand is likely to stimulate prices and undermine overall affordability, as indicated by resurgence in property inflation since 2013 (see Halifax 2015).
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